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Open source and fully documented

Language-only and Multimodal

Different tiers: Italian-only, Italian-English, 
European languages

Next-generation technology for 
trustworthiness and interpretability

All sizes: from 100M to billion parameters
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The two most representative outputs
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Fine-tuning Pre-training

Continues 
training 

from LLaMA

Builds the 
model from 

scratch
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● Language-Specific Nuances and Syntax
○ Capturing unique grammatical, syntactic, and semantic 

characteristics
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Why a Pre-Trained LLM in Italian?
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● Language-Specific Nuances and Syntax

● Cultural and Contextual Relevance
○ Text in a language talks about its culture
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Why a Pre-Trained LLM in Italian?
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● Language-Specific Nuances and Syntax

● Cultural and Contextual Relevance

● Vocabulary and Morphology
○ E.g. agglutinative languages or forms

○ Variants, regional forms, etc. not available from a machine 
translation
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Why a Pre-Trained LLM in Italian?
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● Language-Specific Nuances and Syntax

● Cultural and Contextual Relevance

● Vocabulary and Morphology

● Reduced Bias Transfer
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Why a New Pre-Trained Model at All?!?

● Creating the know-how on model pre-training
○ What are these issues to address?
○ Which engineering choices are optimal?
○ What lessons can be learned?
○ How to spread this knowledge?
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Why a New Pre-Trained Model at All?!?

● Creating the know-how on model pre-training

● Having full control of the training data and process
○ Statistics
○ Filtering
○ Impact of data selection
○ Etc.
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Why a New Pre-Trained Model at All?!?

● Creating the know-how on model pre-training

● Having full control of the training data and process
○ Statistics
○ Filtering
○ Impact of data selection
○ Data gathering and creation
○ Data gathering and creation
○ Data gathering and creation
○ Data gathering and creation
○ Data gathering and creation
○ Etc. (among which, data gathering and creation)
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Why a New Pre-Trained Model at All?!?

● Creating the know-how on model pre-training

● Having full control of the training data and process

● Enabling work on next-generation LLMs
○ Going beyond the current limits of models
○ Addressing issues like:

■ hallucinations
■ grounding
■ interpretability
■ trustworthiness
■ factuality
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Limits of Large Language Models
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Lack of common sense
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Lack of common sense (and humor!)
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Lack of common sense and fact checking

Ambiguity and polysemy require common sense:
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Limits of Large Language Models
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Debiasing, ethical choice and common sense
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Limits of Large Language Models

● They repeat based on language patterns learnt at scale

● Without truly understanding meaning

● Without a real communicative intent

● Costly from an energy and environmental standpoint

● They reiterate and amplify the bias present in texts

● They raise important ethical issues
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Stochastic parrots
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Limits of Large Language Models
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Hallucinations

PT and other AI models can’t analyze an SEC filing, researchers find “OpenAI’s GPT-4-Turbo, when armed with the ability to read 
nearly an entire filing alongside the question, only got 79% of answers right”
ChatGPT generates cancer treatment plans that are full of errors, study shows “According to the study, which was published in 
the journal JAMA Oncology and initially reported by Bloomberg — when asked to generate treatment plans for a variety of cancer 
cases, one-third of the large language model’s responses contained incorrect information.”
Two US lawyers fined for submitting fake court citations from ChatGPT “ChatGPT, a chatbot that churns out plausible text 
responses to human prompts, invented six cases he referred to in a legal brief in a case against the Colombian airline Avianca.”
Lost in Translation: A Study of Bugs Introduced by Large Language Models while Translating Code “Our study, which involves 
the translation of 1,700 code samples from three benchmarks and two real-world projects, reveals that LLMs are yet to be reliably 
used to automate code translation — with correct translations ranging from 2.1% to 47.3% for the studied LLMs.”
Analysis of ChatGPT and Stack Overflow Answers to Software Engineering Questions “Our examination revealed that 52% of 
ChatGPT’s answers contain inaccuracies and 77% are verbose.”
Only 60% — 70% of customer support chatbot responses were correct “if a large language model can be effective in the order 
of 60 to 70% in answering questions, then it would make a perfect system not to assist customers, but to support customer service 
agents.”

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/12/19/gpt-and-other-ai-models-cant-analyze-an-sec-filing-researchers-find.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/chatgpt-generates-error-filled-cancer-treatment-plans-study-2023-8
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/jun/23/two-us-lawyers-fined-submitting-fake-court-citations-chatgpt
https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.03109
https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.02312
https://crisp.chat/en/blog/customer-service-ai-chatbots/
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Biases in Large Language Models
Navigli et al. 2023 
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Biases in Large Language Models

● Selection bias: which training data is chosen determines which bias is learned 
by the LLM

○ Unless corrective measures are applied

● Socio-cultural bias: gender, age, sexual orientation, physical appearance, 
nationality, disability, ethnicity and race, socioeconomic status, religion, 
culture, etc.

● Algorithmic bias: which algorithms and architectures are used to learn the 
models

○ E.g. context windows, word embeddings, vocabulary, etc.

● Language variance: giving preference to dominant language and less so to 
underrepresented languages and communities

Navigli et al. 2023 
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Assessing Large Language Models’ Safety through Red Teaming
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The ALeRT dataset (Tedeschi et al. 2024)



Scirè, Ghonim and Navigli  - FENICE - ACL (2024)

       FENICE: Factuality Evaluation of summarization based 
on NLI and Claim Extraction (just accepted at ACL 2024)
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Then, leveraging Natural Language Inference (NLI), FENICE aligns each extracted claim with 
evidence from the source text, assigning a factuality score:

             Claim Extraction

● “I Promessi Sposi” revolves around the 
plight of Renzo and Lucia.

● Renzo and Lucia are two lovers.

         [...]
● Don Abbondio declares: “This 

marriage is not to take place”
         [...]

           
           Evidences from the source text:

“I dream of the day Renzo and Lucia can 
finally be together, as husband and wife, free 
from all these troubles."
[...]
"Lucia, my dear, how can you ask me to 
forget? Every moment away from you is an 
eternity. 
[...]
“Mark now,” said the bravo in a low voice, but 
in a tone of command, “this marriage is not to 
take place, neither tomorrow, nor at any other 
time.”

SCORE = 0.99, FACTUAL

SCORE = 0.91, FACTUAL

SCORE = -0.83, UNFACTUAL

NLI alignments
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What should we work on then?
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● Work on evaluation!!!
● Scalability
● Hallucinations and trustworthiness
● Bias and fairness
● Domain specificity
● Multimodality
● Human-AI collaboration
● Regulation and data licensing
● Commonsense
● Reasoning
● Interpretability
● Explainability
● Accountability
● Education (!!!) and outreach
● And more!!!
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cum grano 
salis!



That’s all folks!

Visit our website http://nlp.uniroma1.it and follow us on:

@SapienzaNLP

http://nlp.uniroma1.it

